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all refined petroleum products needed by U.S. forces, such
as jet fuel and gasoline, free of cbarge.
Moreover, Saudi Arabia has already secretly agreed to
pay for the U.S. deployment, which costs some $500 million
a month. The agreement was struck during U.S. Defense
Secretary Richard Cheney's first visit to Saudi Arabia shortly
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an otherwise independent Western Europe and Japan. CIA
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the world's economy, should fall under "international
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whatever the outcome of the current crisis. Cheney stated on

17 that U.S. forces might be in the Saudi kingdom for
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two years. In reality, as many Arabs sadly note, Saudi Arabia
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To further enforce the destruction of OPEC, which had
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defended its member states at least to some degree, the Bush

u.s. occupation policy
The U.S. administration has the following policy toward

administration is applying massive pressure on Mexico and
Venezuela to produce vastly more oil than their OPEC quotas

oil production, well-placed sources in the Middle East and

allow. In effect, the oil reserves of these states, now defined

Washington say:

as of strategic importance to the U.S., will fall under U.S.

First, Saudi Arabia will immediately make up for most

control.

of the 4-5 million barrels of oil a day previously produced by

Simultaneous with these manuevers, Bechtel, Texaco,

Iraq and Kuwait. At first, the Saudi monarchy had proposed

and Chevron corporations have all struck new agreements

that other members of OPEC also increase production to fill

with the Soviet Union to greatly· expand its oil and natural
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gas exports. The U.S.S.R. Union is potentially one of the
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